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Focusing on mitigating speculative concerns about AI will limit its development and adoption. Policymakers should instead encourage innovation while crafting targeted solutions for specific problems if they occur.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

- If policymakers apply the “precautionary principle” to AI, which says it’s better to be safe than sorry, they will limit innovation and discourage adoption—undermining economic growth, competitive advantage, and social progress.

- To capture the full benefits of AI, policymakers should follow the “innovation principle,” which holds that the vast majority of new innovations are beneficial and pose little risk, so government should encourage them.

- Instead of preemptively imposing heavy-handed regulations on AI to prevent hypothetical harms, policymakers should wait to craft targeted solutions for specific problems if they occur.
SUMMARY

Artificial intelligence (AI) has the potential to deliver significant social and economic benefits, including reducing accidental deaths and injuries, making new scientific discoveries, and increasing productivity. However, an increasing number of activists, scholars, and pundits see AI as inherently risky, creating substantial negative impacts such as eliminating jobs, eroding personal liberties, and reducing human intelligence. Some even see AI as dehumanizing, dystopian, and a threat to humanity. As such, the world is dividing into two camps regarding AI: those who support the technology and those who oppose it. Unfortunately, the latter camp is increasingly dominating AI discussions, not just in the United States, but in many nations around the world. There should be no doubt that nations that tilt toward fear rather than optimism are more likely to put in place policies and practices that limit AI development and adoption, which will hurt their economic growth, social progress, and global competitiveness.

PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE VS. INNOVATION PRINCIPLE

While some people advocate for an almost completely hands-off approach to regulating new technologies, those who recognize that there is a legitimate role for government take two distinct approaches toward action: the precautionary principle and the innovation principle.

The precautionary principle is the idea that if a technological innovation may carry a risk of harming the public or the environment, then those proposing the technology should bear the burden of proving it will not. If they cannot, governments should limit the use of the new technology until proven safe. Those who support the precautionary principle, which calls for government intervention even when there is no clear evidence of tangible and imminent threats of harm, adhere to the cliché it is “better to be safe than sorry.” For some technologies, such as nuclear power, the principle makes sense, because the risk of getting it wrong can be catastrophic. However, for most areas of innovation, the precautionary principle leads to more harm than good because it generates hypothetical worst-case scenarios that incorrectly suggest technological advancement presents severe and irreversible threats.

In contrast, the innovation principle holds that because the overwhelming majority of technological innovations benefit society and pose modest and not irreversible risks, government’s role should be to pave the way for widespread innovation while building guardrails, where necessary, to limit harms. The innovation principle recognizes that market forces, tort law, existing laws and regulations, or light-touch targeted interventions can usually manage the risks new technologies pose. The principle does not, however, argue for a ban on regulation of new technologies. Instead, it advocates for a case-by-case approach, suggesting regulations only in those cases where there is a reasonable expectation that other forces will not suffice and where the potential harms are more than minor. Moreover, in cases where regulations are needed, it stresses the importance of designing regulatory interventions and structuring regulatory enforcement in ways that minimize the harm to innovation, while still achieving the regulatory goals. Finally, it focuses more on
ensuring that penalties punish bad actors who cause harm than creating regulations that limit beneficial and benign uses. In other words, speculative concerns should not hold back concrete benefits.

Perhaps more so than any government, the U.S. federal government adhered to the innovation principle in its early regulation of the Internet, and this approach fostered a successful era of innovation and growth in the U.S. digital economy. In contrast, Europe’s more heavy-handed approach limited and continues to limit digital innovation. For example, many jurisdictions in Europe have restricted the use of ride-sharing apps like Uber because of concerns about the impact on the local taxi industry.

If policymakers want their nations to achieve the full benefits of AI, they should embrace the innovation principle to foster it rather than the precautionary principle to limit, delay, or constrain its progress.

Given AI’s nascent state of adoption—less than half of businesses worldwide have embedded even one AI-enabled capability into their business process—it is crucial that public policy in all nations spur its development and adoption instead of unnecessarily hindering it. Consequently, if policymakers want their nations to achieve the full benefits of AI, they should base their actions on the innovation principle to foster it rather than use the precautionary principle to limit, delay, and constrain its progress.

Unfortunately, concerns about potential AI harms lead some individuals and groups to advocate for public policies based on the precautionary principle. As a case in point, Elon Musk in 2017 told the world that AI “is a fundamental risk to the existence of civilization” that represents “a rare case where we need to be proactive about regulation instead of reactive.” He also warned that adopting AI is “summoning the demon” and predicted that these advances could create “an immortal dictator from which we can never escape.” Recently Musk has since dialed back his warnings, predicting that AI will not kill us, but only cage us in zoos.

It is troubling that some people take Musk seriously, but because they do, it is important to rebut such nonsense: Musk is completely wrong. As Max Versace, CEO of the robotics and computing company Neurala and founding director of the Boston University Neuromorphics Lab has explained, “The likelihood of an AI scientist building Skynet is the same as someone accidentally building the space station from Legos.” Likewise, University of Washington AI researcher Pedro Domingos has stated that “The Terminator scenario, where a super-AI becomes sentient and subdues mankind with a robot army, has no chance of coming to pass.” Unfortunately, the public is often bombarded with hyperbolic and incorrect statements decrying AI, which make it more difficult for policymakers to oppose policies that would hurt AI adoption and to support policies to enable it.

Thus, it is not surprising that several governing bodies embrace the precautionary principle. The
European Parliament adopted a resolution in 2017 that research and commercialization of AI and robotics “should be conducted in accordance with the precautionary principle...” And Loubna Bouarfa, a member of the European Union High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence, has even argued that cultural resistance to AI is a “blessing in disguise.” After all, if AI is an existential threat to our species, policymakers should be unrelentingly focused on limiting this horror.

Policies based on the precautionary principle are not cost-free propositions, however. In seeking to eliminate potential risks, they can reduce potential benefits and create new problems and unintended consequences. For example, some countries have implemented bans on importing or cultivating genetically modified organisms (GMOs)—plants or animals that have altered genetic code—over fears about their safety. This is despite a virtually unanimous scientific consensus that GMOs are perfectly safe. Bans on GMOs can not only cause higher food prices but also increased greenhouse gas emissions as more forests become farmland to compensate for the lower yields of non-GMO crops. Moreover, research suggests GMOs could have saved thousands of lives that perished from malnourishment in African nations that delayed the approval of GMOs. Lastly, the ban on GMOs by many European nations has severely limited incomes for many small-scale African farmers.

Policies based on the precautionary principle almost always stand in the way of innovations that can help the public, and this report identifies 11 policies that would limit the benefits of AI. The remainder of this report provides an overview of AI, lists policies based on the precautionary principle that threaten AI, and analyzes ten detrimental impacts of such policies. To close, it discusses what governments should do to reduce and rectify cases where AI use could be harmful.

**WHAT IS ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE?**

AI is a field of computer science devoted to creating computer systems that perform operations characteristic of human intelligence, such as learning and decision making. The term does not imply human-level intelligence and the level of intelligence in any implementation of AI can vary greatly. For example, the intelligence level needed for Roomba vacuum cleaners is significantly lower than what is needed for autonomous vehicles. Regardless, the development of better hardware, including faster processors and more abundant storage, large data sets, and more capable algorithms in the last decade have helped AI make significant advancements and unlocked new applications.

AI’s functions include: a) monitoring, such as rapidly analyzing large amounts of data to detect abnormalities and patterns in transactions; b) discovering, including extracting insights from datasets such as the link between a gene and a disease, and through simulations; c) predicting, e.g., using forecasting models to analyze trends to make predictions or recommendations, such as future crop yields; d) interpreting, such as making sense of patterns in unstructured data such as images, video, audio, and text; and e) interacting, both with helping machines interact with one another and also helping humans more easily interact with computer systems.
There are a vast and diverse array of uses for AI. Early adopters include parts manufacturers using AI to invent new metal alloys for 3D printing; pharmaceutical companies using AI to discover lifesaving drugs; mining companies using AI to predict the location of mineral deposits; credit card companies using AI to reduce fraud; and farmers using AI to increase automation. As the technology progresses, AI will continue to bring significant benefits to individuals and societies.

AI is a “general purpose technology,” meaning, among other things, that it will affect most functions in the economy. In some cases, AI will automate work, thereby boosting productivity. By increasing the level of automation in virtually every sector, leading to more efficient processes and higher-quality outputs, AI is poised to boost per-capita incomes. AI can also complete tasks that it is not worth paying a human to do but that still create value, such as writing newspaper articles to summarize Little League games. In other cases, AI adds a layer of analytics that uncovers insights human workers would be incapable of providing. In many cases, it boosts both quality and efficiency. For example, researchers at Stanford have used machine learning techniques to develop software that can analyze lung tissue biopsies faster and more accurately than a top human pathologist can. AI is also delivering social benefits, such as rapidly analyzing the deep web to crack down on human trafficking, fighting harassment online, helping development organizations better target impoverished areas, and reducing the influence of gender bias in hiring decisions. Finally, AI will be an increasingly important technology for defense and national security.

**AI POLICIES BASED ON THE PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE**

Too often policies based on the precautionary principle fail to strike the balance between addressing actual harms posed by AI and not hindering innovation. This failure not only harms the development and adoption of AI but also distracts policymakers from focusing on more important issues, including both legitimate areas of concern and ways in which policy can proactively support the development and adoption of AI. Such misguided policies treat AI in one of three ways: too dangerous to allow (i.e. bans specific uses of AI); too dangerous unless proven safe (i.e. prohibits the technology without special approval from the government); and too dangerous without strict regulatory interventions (i.e. requires the technology to jump through unnecessary and costly hoops before operators can use the technology). These policies are misguided not because they create regulation, but because they create unnecessary barriers to developing and adopting AI due to exaggerated fears of AI or failures to recognize that existing or more nuanced regulation would address potential issues. For example, it is completely legitimate for policymakers to regulate autonomous vehicles to ensure their safe use. But it is another matter for policymakers to limit autonomous vehicles because of possible job losses. We list 11 examples below of unwise policies based on the precautionary principle—that have either become law or have generated support—and we group them into the aforementioned three categories.

**Policies That Treat AI as Too Dangerous to Allow**

While many critics advocate that the public should fear future uses of AI, or at least carefully plan their use, the most extreme form of the precautionary principle leads to bans on certain uses of AI. Various groups and individuals have called for bans on various AI applications, including
lethal autonomous weapons, facial recognition, autonomous vehicles, and delivery robots. While bans harm innovation and progress, calls for banning new technology have a long history. In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, there were numerous calls to ban automobiles in towns across the United States and Europe. Some individuals lamented the loss of horse-and-carriage jobs, while others complained that automobiles were stirring dust up and causing illnesses. Others called for a ban on automobiles because they opposed the expense of paving roads or because they wanted to preserve the sanctity of the Sunday stroll. And in 1982, one New Jersey town even banned pedestrians from using Sony Walkman audio devices “while crossing a street or jogging along a municipal or county thoroughfare.” The town created the ban for safety reasons but ignored that individuals could both listen to music and cross streets safely.

In the early 2000s, privacy advocates called for bans of radio frequency identification (RFID) chips, which use radio waves to transmit data, in several use cases, including on government identification documents. These advocates warned that stores, governments, and even terrorists would use RFID to track the movements of individuals. For example, the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) argued that a 2005 U.S. State Department proposal to require RFID chips in passports would turn passports into “terrorist beacons,” stating “that's precisely what they'll become if we allow the State Department to move ahead with this plan.” While the fears of stores, governments, or terrorists tracking individuals with RFID never materialized, RFID tags are helping manufacturers and retailers increase sales and reduce theft and labor costs. They are also in U.S. passports, expediting the scanning of passports. Policies that ban technologies do not allow society to gain the technologies’ potential benefits, and most people understand in hindsight that bans only held back progress.

Banning Lethal Autonomous Weapons

Many groups have started movements to ban lethal autonomous weapons—autonomous robotics systems that can independently identify and engage targets based on programmed constraints—due to fears that they will lead to armed conflict on a scale greater and faster than ever before. For example, 116 founders of mostly small robotics and AI companies, including Elon Musk, signed a letter to the United Nations (UN) in 2017 that urges the body to ban lethal autonomous weapons. In 2018, the UN Secretary-General António Guterres stated that “machines that have the power and the discretion to take human lives are politically unacceptable, are morally repugnant, and should be banned by international law.” Also in 2018, members of the European Parliament adopted a resolution asking member states and the European Council for “the start of international negotiations on a legally binding instrument prohibiting lethal autonomous weapons systems.” If policymakers enacted such a ban, it would slow research into AI, as historically, at least in the United States, defense agencies have been a source of significant funding for technology advancement, such as the Internet. And much of the research to support autonomous weapons would yield dual-use technology that could be used for commercial purposes. For example, a fully autonomous tank will likely rely on large portions of the same algorithms and data used to develop a fully autonomous military transport vehicle. These same algorithms would be relevant to developing autonomous vehicles for civilian use.
Banning Facial Recognition in Government

Some fear that facial recognition, which uses AI, could lead to mass surveillance, biased policing, and databases hackers target to steal biometric information. Consequently, many privacy and civil liberty advocates argue law enforcement, or the government in general, should not use facial recognition. For example, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) has said there should be a moratorium on all law enforcement uses of facial recognition. It has also called on companies to “stop selling face surveillance technology to governments.” In addition, the Algorithmic Justice League and the Center of Privacy & Technology at the Georgetown University Law Center created the Safe Face Pledge, which asks firms to not sell facial recognition technology to law enforcement unless lawmakers pass legislation to explicitly allow it. If firms and the U.S. government acceded to such demands, several beneficial applications, ranging from fighting sex trafficking to identifying imposters with fake passports, would not be available in the United States.

Banning Autonomous Vehicles

There have been calls to ban autonomous vehicles over both safety concerns and to avoid job loss. In 2018, for example, four Minnesota state legislators proposed a bill banning autonomous vehicles until proven safe. And in 2017, the Upstate Transportation Association, a group that represents the taxi industry, urged New York to ban self-driving cars for 50 years due to fears that ride-sharing services such as Uber and Lyft will deploy autonomous vehicles and cause massive job loss. The president of the association even argued “it doesn't do anything for the local economy to have driverless cars.” Similarly, Chicago lawmakers introduced an ordinance in 2016 to ban autonomous vehicles on Chicago streets because they are a “job killer.”

Outside of the United States, Indian Minister of Road Transport and Highways, Nitin Gadkari, has stated that India should not allow autonomous vehicles. He argues that “in a country where you have unemployment, you can't have a technology that ends up taking people's jobs.” Not only would a ban eliminate the possibility of autonomous vehicles reducing fatal accidents, any ban of autonomous vehicles also ignores how disruptive technologies spur economies forward, without exacerbating unemployment.

Banning Delivery Robots

Some have suggested that sidewalks should only be for humans and have advocated for banning delivery robots, which can deliver food as well as packages. For example, San Francisco temporarily banned delivery robots on most city sidewalks in 2017. The city's supervisor, Norman Yee, who proposed a complete ban, stated that “our sidewalks should be prioritized for humans” and one activist argued that sidewalks “are not playgrounds for the new remote-controlled toys of the clever to make money and eliminate jobs.” But “eliminating jobs” is simply another phrase for “boosting productivity” and “increasing consumer welfare.” While San Francisco ultimately
passed legislation to create a permitting process that allows such robots on their sidewalks, the application and permit extension fees for one robot are over $1,400. In addition, permits are only good for 180 days and can only extend for 180 more. This regulatory approach by the city is in direct contrast to the approach of several states, such as Virginia, Idaho, and Ohio, which allow such robots, and ignores that delivery robots can improve consumer experiences through more same-day deliveries, more flexible delivery hours, and lower delivery costs.

**Policies That Treat AI as Too Dangerous Unless Proven Safe**

Some policies treat specific uses of AI as “guilty until proven innocent.” These policies require companies to obtain special permission from the government before using AI. The major problem with this “Mother may I?” style regulation is that it slows down the pace of innovation, creating unnecessary roadblocks to the development, testing, and use of new technologies.

While there are several proposals for this “Mother may I?” style regulation in regards to AI, such calls are not new. For example, several jurisdictions worldwide have required Google to gain permission to deploy its service, Google Street View, which takes panoramic pictures to allow people to take street-level tours of specific locations using the Internet, due to concerns that the service would violate individuals’ privacy or reduce security. These jurisdictions include India, which has yet to give Google Street View permission to launch the service in the nation except at a few tourist sites. These policies ignore that Google takes the images from public property, and Google has also responded to concerns by blurring license plate numbers, removing personally identifiable details, and even lowering the height of its cameras to avoid capturing photos of people in compromising situations through the windows of their homes.

**Federal Algorithm Safety Board**

Stemming from fears that AI is inherently dangerous, some have proposed requiring some algorithms gain governmental approval before operators use them. Several individuals, including University of Maryland computer science professor Ben Schneiderman, have advocated for such proposals. In 2017, Schneiderman proposed the creation of a “National Algorithms Safety Board” to independently oversee the use of “major” algorithms, such as by auditing, monitoring, and licensing algorithms when a company wants to deploy one. Schneiderman argues that “If you're a major company, and you're about to put out a major algorithm, or you're a bank and your about to change the way credit is assigned, I think it’s appropriate that you come before the National Algorithms Safety Board and that there is a review.” Attorney Andrew Tutt has a similar proposal, but his idea is to create an agency that would have the power to “prevent the introduction of certain algorithms into the market until their safety and efficacy has been proven through evidence-based premarket trials.” In addition, attorney Matthew Scherer has called for the creation of a federal agency to certify AI programs’ safety.

There are several problems with these and related proposals. First, existing regulatory bodies are
already capable of providing oversight. For example, the FDA is already providing oversight of algorithms in medical devices, including a device that uses AI to analyze images of the eye to detect if diabetes patients may be developing diabetic retinopathy, which causes vision loss.\textsuperscript{59} Second, even Schneiderman acknowledges there are legitimate concerns about his proposal, including “which projects are big enough to warrant review.”\textsuperscript{60} For example, many people believe the algorithms social media companies use to choose which content to display have a significant impact on society, but there are serious free-speech implications of allowing a governmental body to influence what information people see in their news feeds.\textsuperscript{61} Furthermore, there would be significant challenges to defining and classifying which algorithms should be subject to regulatory scrutiny, especially because the code of an algorithm may be less consequential than the specific ways in which companies use the technology. Lastly, creating a national safety board or regulator for algorithms would suggest to the public that algorithms themselves pose an inherent risk and need regulatory oversight, even though most algorithms likely involve minor decisions, such as what movie to recommend, which pose little risk to consumers.\textsuperscript{62}

**Phasing in Autonomous Trucks**

Due to fears that autonomous trucks will cause significant job loss, the International Transport Forum (ITF), an inter-governmental organization within the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), recommends that governments “consider a temporary permit system to manage the speed of adoption” of autonomous trucks. The ITF argues that “A permit system would offer influence over the speed of uptake as well as revenue to support displaced drivers.” It also believes that the “funds for transition assistance should be generated by the main beneficiaries of the operation of driverless trucks.”\textsuperscript{63} This suggestion to phase in autonomous trucks resembles New York City’s 2018 decision to cap the number of for-hire vehicles such as Uber for a year.\textsuperscript{64} Phasing in autonomous trucks ignores that they can increase net welfare as society reaps the benefit of faster, cheaper, and more plentiful services.\textsuperscript{65}

Nonetheless, in an effort to modernize regulations, the U.S. Department of Transportation provided guidance in 2018 stating that it will “adapt the definitions of “driver” and “operator” to recognize that such terms do not refer exclusively to a human, but may in fact include an automated system.”\textsuperscript{66} But prior to the 2018 DOT guidance, which is an interpretation of existing federal laws and regulations and not a formal rulemaking, there were several examples of precautionary thinking related to autonomous trucks in the United States. For example, in 2017, the Teamsters union successfully lobbied the U.S. House Energy and Commerce Committee to not include autonomous trucks in a bill to speed up the deployment of autonomous vehicles.\textsuperscript{67} Likewise, the U.S. Senate Commerce Committee did not include autonomous trucks in its companion bill. Both bills allow most autonomous vehicles, but not large commercial autonomous trucks, to be exempt from meeting safety standards that are unnecessary for autonomous driving, including steering wheels.\textsuperscript{68} Teamsters President James Hoffa applauded the legislation, stating that “It is vital that Congress ensure that any new technology is used to make transportation safer and more effective,
not used to put workers at risk on the job or destroy livelihoods.” If policymakers had endorsed this way of thinking in the early 1900s, they would have enacted legislation to preserve the safer horse and buggy industry and protected those jobs.

**FAA Drone Permits**

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Reauthorization Act that passed in 2018 requires the FAA to create rules for autonomous drone (unmanned aerial vehicles) delivery. The FAA has also proposed other preliminary rules that make the FAA’s regulatory approach more aligned with the innovation principle. For example, in early 2019, the Secretary of Transportation announced an upcoming FAA rulemaking that would allow the remote operation of drones over people and at night, which current FAA rules do not permit, if the drones meet safety standards. Yet, until these rules pass, the FAA still requires most drone operators to obtain a special exemption waiver for any flights at night, flights out of line-of-sight of the operator’s or an assistant’s unaided sight (i.e. without using binoculars or built-in video cameras), or those involved in package delivery. Even under the FAA’s new proposal, drones would still need special exemption to fly over people faster than 100 miles per hour, when visibility is less than three miles, and when their weight is above 55 pounds. While the safe integration of drones into the national airspace requires thoughtful regulation, the FAA’s slow implementation of rules has significantly limited drone uses, particularly for delivery, especially when compared to other countries. In contrast, Iceland’s more permissive rules for drones, which still require drones to meet several mandatory provisions, have enabled thousands of drone deliveries.

**Policies That Treat AI as Dangerous Without Some Unnecessary Restrictions**

Some policies set unnecessary restrictions on AI, including how and when operators can use it. These policies prohibit AI unless it meets specific and unnecessary design or use requirements, such as requiring express consent to use facial recognition and requiring that significant decisions made by AI be explainable. While policymakers create these laws and regulations to protect human safety, privacy, and financial well-being, the impact is reduced adoption of AI, resulting in higher prices and fewer services.

Similar calls in the past for unnecessary regulation would have halted progress with other technologies. For example, in the 1960s, some U.S. elected officials were so afraid that transistors would aid widespread surveillance that one proposed requiring licensing of all bugging equipment. If passed, the legislation would have greatly impeded the development of technologies we take for granted such as smartphones, which people can and have used to surreptitiously record conversations.

**Biometric Identifier Laws Requiring Express Consent**

Harkening back to Louis Brandeis’ view in 1890 that the rise of instantaneous photography was a threat to privacy, some groups today argue that some uses of AI, such as facial recognition, are a
threat to individual’s privacy, which is why they propose requiring operators to gain express consent from third parties to deploy them. In 2016, the Connecticut General Assembly considered a bill that would have required businesses to get prior consent from customers before using facial recognition technology. Other laws place conditions on when and how long a business can capture any biometric identifier, such as a person’s fingerprint, iris scan, or voiceprint for commercial purposes. Illinois passed the first U.S. biometric law—the Biometric Information Privacy Act—in 2008 under pressure from privacy activists. The law requires companies to obtain informed written consent from customers before capturing an individual’s biometric identifier and to permanently destroy the identifier when the identifier has satisfied its initial purpose for collection. It also provides citizens a right of action against any company that violates one of the law’s provisions.

Texas has a similar biometric statute, but it requires informed consent, not written consent, and does not provide citizens a right to action. Nonetheless, it requires firms to destroy the identifier within a year of when the purpose for collecting the identifier expires and subjects violators to civil penalties of up to $25,000 for each violation. Biometrics can use AI to improve accuracy and expand applications, such as mobile authentication, but these kinds of laws discourage firms from using biometrics and AI to deliver better services instead of punishing solely those who maliciously or negligently use biometric data. As a result, such laws lead to firms barring certain customers from using their services due to fears of potential penalties. For example, Nest does not offer a feature of one of its smart doorbells, which uses a camera to recognize a face, in Illinois.

**Autonomous Vehicle Restrictions**

Fears about the safety of autonomous vehicles have led several states to craft restrictive rules for testing or using autonomous vehicles. For example, New York requires all autonomous vehicle testing to happen under the supervision of the state police and for companies to pay for the escorts they receive. Unsurprisingly, there has been very little autonomous vehicle testing in the state given the unnecessarily costly testing requirements. Such requirements contrast with other states’ more logical regulation of autonomous vehicles. For example, California’s initial autonomous vehicle rules in 2014 required a driver behind the steering wheel during testing. In 2018, as the technology continued to improve, California allowed driverless cars without a human behind the wheel.

**Algorithmic Explainability**

Some groups fear that AI will make decisions without any accountability, and that decisions will be flawed, including being biased against underrepresented groups. This is why they advocate that decisions made by AI systems should be explainable. For example, the AI Now Institute at New York University believes that core public agencies, which it defines as including those responsible for criminal justice, healthcare, welfare, and education, should not use “black box” systems that deploy algorithms that are difficult, or nearly impossible, to understand. France’s Secretary of State for Digital Affairs, Mounir Mahjoubi, goes farther by claiming that no part of the government
should use an algorithm if it cannot explain its decisions.\textsuperscript{88} And the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), the new EU law that regulates how organizations use or process the data of anyone living in the EU, provides EU citizens a right to “meaningful information about the logic involved” in an algorithmic decision that has legal or similarly significant effects.\textsuperscript{89}

Explainability can be a useful tool to make AI accountable, particularly in areas such as the criminal justice system, where market forces to use high-quality AI are not as strong as in the private sector. But there is a tradeoff between the explainability of an AI system and its accuracy, and the aforementioned proposals hold algorithmic decisions to a standard that does not exist for humans.\textsuperscript{90} For example, medical patients often do not know why their doctors referred them to a particular physician or facility, even though some medical practices frequently pressure their physicians to refer their patients to more expensive in-house physicians and facilities.\textsuperscript{91} Moreover, broad requirements to require that governments only use explainable AI may make it difficult for agencies to use several beneficial applications of AI that may be difficult to explain.

**Manual Human Review**

There are proposals that significant decisions made by AI should be subject to human review. Once again, the fear is that AI will make incorrect decisions without recourse. Yet humans make many incorrect decisions today without recourse. Nonetheless, the GDPR creates a right to human review for European citizens in Article 22 by stating “The data subject shall have the right not to be subject to a decision based solely on automated processing, including profiling, which produces legal effects concerning him or her or similarly significantly affects him or her.”\textsuperscript{92}

Such a right undermines the purpose of automating tasks, which is to perform a task faster, cheaper, and easier than a human could.\textsuperscript{93} Requiring manual review also disregards the many laws that already exist that guarantee a right to an explanation for certain high-impact decisions, such as why a company fired an employee, whether the firm used AI or not.\textsuperscript{94} But there are other significant decisions made by humans, such as refusing a loan, where firms only have to tell applicants what their decisions are based on but not the logic of their reasoning.\textsuperscript{95} Requiring AI systems to explain the reasoning for all their decisions creates an artificial and unnecessary hurdle to using AI.

**HOW POLICIES BASED ON THE PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE IMPACT AI**

Policies based on the precautionary principle can impact AI in several ways. They can make it more expensive to develop AI, limit the testing and use of AI, and even ban certain applications. Clearly nations have the right to impose any regulations they chose (assuming they do not violate World Trade Organization rules or other global treaty obligations). But they should not delude themselves into believing that regulatory regimes based on the precautionary principle will not limit increased productivity, competitiveness, and innovation.
To provide a more detailed discussion of the negative effects policies based on the precautionary principle can have on AI, the following section analyzes the effects of policies discussed earlier in this report. In many cases, these policies have multiple negative effects on AI.

1. Slower and More Expensive AI Development

Policies based on the precautionary principle both slow and make the development of AI more expensive. For example, if all fifty U.S. states had laws such as New York’s, which requires autonomous vehicle firms to perform road testing under the paid supervision of police, testing such vehicles would be more expensive. Moreover, proposals to require even non-medical algorithms to undergo pre-market trials would hurt the development of AI because such trials are time-consuming and expensive. Such proposals may also make AI systems that use machine learning, and thus may change frequently and need more testing, significantly less viable because such systems could constantly need to go through a new approval process. Finally, policies that increase the cost of developing AI would likely discourage innovation in AI by creating a substantial barrier to entry for startups that lack sufficient funding to cover the cost of proving their AI system is safe. For example, the GDPR has dampened investment in European technology startups and led to a 30 percent decrease in the market share of small online advertising firms that lack the resources to easily comply with the regulation.

Restrictions on one AI technology can also limit ways to develop another AI technology. For example, researchers in Germany are using drones hovering hundreds of meters above highways to record the movements of vehicles. This data can help develop simulations to test autonomous vehicles; such simulations are important tools for improving the safety of autonomous vehicles because otherwise they would need to travel billions of miles for safety validation. While this novel method of collecting data to validate the safety of autonomous vehicles may or may not prove valuable, implementing it in the United States would be difficult to do at scale until the FAA implements its new rules that allow out-of-sight drone flights and flights over people.

2. Less Innovation

AI will spur innovation so policies that limit the development of AI will limit innovation. For example, proposals to ban or limit the introduction of autonomous vehicles would also limit the generation of new businesses, business models, and ways to do deliver services through the “passenger economy.” The passenger economy, a term coined by Intel and research firm Strategy Analytics, “is the economic and societal value that will be generated by fully autonomous... pilotless vehicles.” The firms envision a world where a significant portion of vehicle ownership is replaced by fleets of autonomous vehicles that provide on-demand transportation. Productivity would also increase as autonomous vehicles free employees to work during their commutes and autonomous trucks to operate more efficiently. The firms estimate the value of this economy could be $7 trillion by 2050. Nations that ban autonomous vehicles will not experience the benefits of such an economy.
3. Lower-Quality AI

There is often a negative correlation between making an AI system more explainable and its accuracy. As a result, any policies that require AI to be explainable could lead to less accurate AI. For example, researchers at Mount Sinai Hospital in New York developed an AI system called Deep Patient that can predict whether a patient is contracting any of a wide variety of diseases. The researchers trained Deep Patient on the health data from 700,000 patients, using hundreds of variables, such as test results, which allow it to predict diseases such as schizophrenia—which doctors struggle to predict—extremely well. Even though its operators can verify its accuracy by measuring outcomes, such as if a person is developing a disease, it is difficult for its own developers to know why it made a particular decision.

Many sophisticated forms of AI pose a similar problem. Developing an AI system capable of explaining itself or justifying its decisions is an incredibly challenging technical feat, so much so that the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) devoted $75 million in 2017 to research how AI could achieve it. Some groups are skeptical that requiring explainability would chill innovation. They cite DeepMind, a British company owned by Google parent-company Alphabet, developing an AI system in 2018 that can analyze eye scans to predict diseases while also providing doctors a map of the features of disease it sees, such as hemorrhages. However, the fact that one of the world’s leading AI companies could achieve a form of explainability in a system it worked on for nearly two years is not evidence that all other operators should or would be able to achieve explainability for their AI easily. To be clear, it is legitimate for companies, such as IBM, to create internal requirements for AI explainability. Requiring all firms to meet such a standard, however, would create a barrier to adopting AI, because not all AI systems are alike and not all businesses have a similar level of expertise.

Nonetheless, it is important for AI operators to continually assess their AI system’s accuracy to ensure it is generating or predicting the correct outcomes. The other option is to allow only AI applications that operators can explain; this would lead to AI systems that consider fewer variables and that use simpler algorithms to make decisions. In turn, this would reduce the effectiveness of AI that can generate significant impacts such as identifying a terminal illness before a doctor can.

4. Less AI Adoption

The right to human review illustrates how attempts to mitigate the impact of AI could also stifle its adoption. One of the reasons firms use AI is because it increases productivity as it can analyze large amounts of data significantly faster and cheaper than humans. For example, LawGeex, a firm that uses AI to automate the review and approval of contracts, created an AI system that outperforms lawyers in identifying risks in non-disclosure agreements (NDAs). During a test in which 20 lawyers and LawGeex’s AI were each given five NDAs to review, the lawyers took an average of 92 minutes to review the contracts and had a mean accuracy score of 85 percent. LawGeex’s AI, however, achieved 94 percent accuracy and only took 26 seconds to review all the contracts.
A right to human review would require firms to review significant decisions made by algorithms. Such a requirement is particularly problematic because the complexity and amount of data used by some AI systems to make accurate decisions can make it nearly impossible for firms to explain exactly why a system made one decision, even though they may be able to provide a general explanation of how the system works. Thus, it would take significant time and expertise for a firm to explain many decisions made by AI, which then makes using AI more expensive—negating one of its benefits. Firms subject to a right to human review can make one of three choices. They can: 1) use sophisticated AI, but face litigation if they cannot properly explain a decision, 2) implement simple, and therefore more explainable but less useful, forms of AI, or 3) leverage no AI at all. The first option is not viable over the long term, leaving firms with only the latter two options. And if firms choose either of these options, the economy will be less productive.  

5. Less Economic Growth

PricewaterhouseCoopers predicts AI can boost global gross domestic product by 14 percent by 2030. Unfortunately, policies based on the precautionary principle often discourage the use of AI out of fears that AI will eliminate jobs. For example, Amy Webb, founder of the Future Today Institute, which researches emerging technologies, professes, “We need to address a difficult truth that few are willing to utter aloud: AI will eventually cause a large number of people to be permanently out of work…”

But policies that discourage the use of AI due to the prevalence of such fears rob economies of ways to become more productive, something that all developed nations will desperately need over the course of the next three decades as populations age and dependency ratios increase. If productivity growth really eliminates net jobs, then developed nations should be in depression-like conditions, as productivity over the last 50 years has increased in most nations by over 75 percent. The reality is that productivity leads to cost savings, most of which are passed on to consumers in the form of lower prices or to workers in the form of higher wages, both of which spur more spending, which in turn spurs job creation. Consequently, virtually all economic studies show that productivity gains lead to more jobs, even if there is short-term job loss. Policies that aim to stem the introduction of AI, and thus automation, will reduce per-capita income growth.

6. Fewer Options for Consumers

Biometric laws show how passing legislation to address hypothetical problems can discourage the use of AI, such that consumers have access to fewer services or products. For example, Illinois users of Facebook, Shutterfly, Google, and Snapchat have all sued the companies for scanning their faces without consent, which is illegal under the state’s Biometric Information Privacy Act. Regardless, the companies were typically sued for relatively innocuous uses of AI, such as for scanning individuals’ faces to tag them in photos or to add alterations to photos.

Such threats of legal action do and will lead to fewer services for consumers. For example, Illinois
and Texas’ biometric laws led to Google blocking individuals in those states from using its Arts and Culture app. Millions of individuals have downloaded the app, which scans users’ faces and compares those images to those of paintings in Google’s database to find users’ doppelgängers in famous art.

Similarly, some lawmakers have already passed precautionary legislation related to autonomous vehicles that limit consumers’ options. For example, Washington, D.C. enacted a law in 2013 that requires a licensed human driver in the front seat of autonomous vehicles who is prepared to take control of the vehicle at any moment. This requirement means people with certain disabilities, who would like the independence that would come from using autonomous vehicles but do not qualify as a capable human driver under this law, are unable to use autonomous vehicles, even if they can safely operate them. The requirement might be reasonable given the current state of the technology, but locks in a standard that is unhelpful over the long term. Instead of a broad restriction that requires a capable individual in the driver’s seat of autonomous vehicles, government regulators, such as the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) in the United States, should develop and enforce safety standards that preempt local laws, but allow the operation of fully autonomous vehicles that meet safety standards.

7. Higher Prices

By raising the costs of using AI for operators or by banning forms of AI, policies based on the precautionary principle also keep prices high for consumers. For example, some policies would require businesses to get express consent before using facial recognition. Yet, U.S. stores lose nearly $50 billion every year due to shoplifting, and facial recognition could reduce that figure by helping catch repeat offenders. Shoplifting costs consumers because money lost from shoplifting leads to higher prices—shoplifting cost the average U.S. family over $400 in 2009—instead of being put towards increased investments in customer experience improvements.

Another way the precautionary principle keeps prices artificially high for consumers is by limiting the ways firms can offer their services or products through bans. For example, delivery robots can perform the “last mile” of a delivery—where transporters move packages from a central hub to an individual’s residence. Today the process is time-intensive and can be up to 28 percent of a product’s transportation cost. As a result, efforts to ban robots on sidewalks, which could reduce these costs, would rob consumers of faster and cheaper deliveries.

Likewise, slowing the introduction of autonomous trucks hurts consumers. There was a shortage of 51,000 truck drivers in the United States in 2017 which grew to 63,000 in 2018. Truck driver turnover rates are also 94 percent, meaning employers in the for-hire trucking market need to replace the vast majority of employees they hire every year. The situation has already led to delayed deliveries and higher prices for consumers and may only get worse because there will be 900,000 truck driver openings in the United States over the next decade due to retirements.

8. Inferior Consumer Experiences
Policies that require firms to get prior consent before using commercial applications of AI, including facial recognition, can actually delay improvements in consumer experiences. For example, AI may be able to reduce the effects of implicit bias—the stereotypes that affect human actions in an unconscious manner. These stereotypes lead to people of color getting falsely accused of theft by store employees.\textsuperscript{128} Indeed, employees for Nordstrom Rack, Staples, and Finish Line have all wrongly accused African-Americans of theft in 2018.\textsuperscript{129} But AI technologies can improve the consumer experiences of all people, including people of color, by replacing or complementing human decision-making. Amazon Go, one of Amazon’s cash-register-less stores, uses cameras, sensors, and computer vision technology to “see” who takes items off shelves, adding these items to a virtual shopping cart so that checkout is seamless. Many retailers are moving in this direction, with over 150 companies, including 7-Eleven and two of China’s largest e-commerce businesses, Alibaba and JD.com, experimenting with using facial recognition and other biometrics to eliminate the need for cashiers. As a result, store employees are not looking for potential shoplifters because the technology automatically charges customers for what they take when they leave the store.\textsuperscript{130} After visiting Amazon Go, former CNET senior associate editor Ashlee Clark Thompson, an African-American journalist, wrote “No one cared what I was doing. Is this what it feels like to shop when you’re not black?”\textsuperscript{131}

9. Fewer Positive Social Impacts

AI can and already is generating positive social impacts, from mapping poverty to measuring literacy rates to helping doctors treat deadly infections.\textsuperscript{132} It is also helping make society safer, but the demonization of such AI applications as facial recognition and proposals to phase in AI could derail its benefits. While privacy advocates are stoking fears of future mass surveillance, law enforcement is already using facial recognition for several positive purposes. These purposes include identifying uncooperative suspects, such as the Capital Gazette shooter.\textsuperscript{133} In addition, some airports, such as the Washington Dulles International Airport, employ the technology to catch individuals using false documents.\textsuperscript{134} Law enforcement also uses AI to find victims. For example, the Fort Worth Police Department uses a combination of AI tools from Marinus Analytics, which builds AI tools to fight human trafficking, including facial recognition, to identify victims of human trafficking. With thousands of escort ads appearing online each day, AI can significantly reduce the time it would take a detective to go through the ads manually.\textsuperscript{135} While no government should use facial recognition to undermine personal freedoms and rights among its citizens or to unfairly target certain demographic groups, nations can mitigate negative uses without creating bans that curtail the use of beneficial ones.

Unfortunately, misguided proposals to curtail negative impacts from AI can create other negative impacts. For example, phasing in autonomous trucks to lessen job loss would be detrimental to the environment. Tractor trailers account for a disproportionate amount of greenhouse gas emissions, but autonomous trucks can take advantage of platooning, a form of driving where the trucks drive closer together than humans can by using vehicle-to-vehicle communication and sensors to
automatically break and accelerate together. The trucks following the leader experience less wind resistance, which improves fuel efficiency. Limiting the number of autonomous trucks on roads, however, keeps emissions from trucks higher than necessary. In addition, banning autonomous vehicles in the United States would rob the nation of a potential $900 billion in yearly savings from fewer crashes.

10. Reduced Economic Competitiveness and National Security

Nations that slow AI adoption will metaphorically tie one hand behind the backs of their companies competing in global markets. Moreover, for nations such as the United States, finishing behind China in the global race to be the leader in AI not only limits its ability to influence the development of AI, but also raises national security concerns due to the many potential national security applications of AI and the reduced competitiveness of the defense industrial base.

WHAT SHOULD GOVERNMENTS DO

Policymakers should understand that like many past technologies, such as electricity, automobiles, and the Internet, AI will be extremely beneficial but will pose some risks that need to be prudently managed. But policymakers should also recognize that they can’t have their proverbial cake and eat it too: mitigating these risks through premature bans or unnecessarily restrictive regulations will come at cost of AI innovation and adoption. To capture the benefits of AI while mitigating harmful impacts, policymakers should hold the operators of AI systems accountable when they create harm, encourage pilot programs, and aid transitioning workers. But to ensure that their citizens receive the benefits of AI, policymakers should not hold AI to higher standards than humans and should address sector-specific concerns with tailored, rather than broad, regulation.

Adopt Algorithmic Accountability

One way to hold operators accountable for how they use AI is through the framework of algorithmic accountability, which states that an algorithmic system should employ a variety of controls to ensure the operator (i.e. the party responsible for deploying the algorithm) can verify it acts in accordance with its intentions, as well as identify and rectify harmful outcomes. The framework advocates that governments hold companies accountable for the outcomes of the AI they use by discerning if there was consumer injury, if the operator had sufficient controls to verify its AI worked as intended, and if the operator rectified harmful outcomes, such as inappropriately denying a loan.

The goal of algorithmic accountability is not to achieve perfect, error-free algorithms, but to minimize risk—just as vehicle safety standards do not require cars to be 100 percent safe, but as reasonably safe as can be expected. Algorithmic accountability creates a framework for governments to punish bad actors but still avoid overly strict regulations that impose unnecessary costs and limit innovation. To achieve this, policymakers should impose stronger penalties on AI
operators as they become more negligent and the harms they cause become more severe. The point of such a framework is to move away from frivolous attacks on the use of AI. For example, an Illinois mother is suing Six Flags, an amusement park, because the park operators scanned her son’s thumbprint for season pass entry. Because the collection of the thumbprint led to no actual harm, there should be little, if any penalty, for Six Flags. Unfortunately, the Illinois Supreme Court ruled in 2019 that the state’s Biometric Information Privacy Act does not require plaintiffs to show they were actually harmed by businesses gathering their biometric information before suing businesses. As such, Six Flags could face statutory damages of $1,000-$5,000 for each time it violated the Biometric Information Privacy Act by scanning a season pass holder’s fingerprints without getting express written consent.

Algorithmic accountability has several benefits, including holding operators (i.e. the party responsible for deploying the algorithm), not developers, accountable for the harm an algorithm might cause. Such a framework setup is appropriate because the operators choose how to deploy algorithms and already must comply with laws regulating the actions of humans, such as anti-discrimination laws in hiring. Consequently, operators are liable for complying with such laws regardless of whether they use algorithms to make the decision.

The principle applies equally well to mitigating harmful effects of AI that range from inappropriately denying a loan to biased policing. For example, groups such as the ACLU have called for bans on law enforcement using facial recognition. Under the framework of algorithmic accountability, law enforcement should employ controls, such as impact assessments, to verify that the facial recognition systems they use do not lead to biased policing. This includes testing the technology to ensure that it does not perform substantially less accurately with certain genders or races. It also includes using high confidence thresholds when matching faces. Amazon recommends that law enforcement using its facial recognition service, Rekognition, adopt a 99 percent threshold to mitigate the chance of false positive matches. In addition, governments can increase accountability in policing when using facial recognition in body cameras by making the footage public record. Policymakers and advocates should adopt these solutions and continue to discuss norms of use instead of banning the technology.

**Encourage Pilot Programs**

Policymakers should encourage testing AI to promote its safe and effective use. For example, Hungary, Latvia, and Greece are using an AI system called iBorderCtrl as part of a six-month pilot to increase the efficiency and accuracy of border checks. The system analyzes 38 different subtle gestures travelers’ faces can make while being asked questions such as “What’s in your suitcase?” Passengers then receive a QR code to cross the border or the system refers them to a human border patrol agent if they fail the test. The pilot program will not, however, prevent anyone from crossing the border in its current state.

Ironically, civil liberties advocates, such as the ACLU, often oppose pilot tests, even ones not involving civilians. For example, the ACLU has protested an Orlando Police Department pilot program that is testing the use of Amazon’s facial recognition service to identify police officers on...
cameras in the city. Yet, pilot tests like these are useful for identifying and addressing the types of concerns the ACLU and others want to guard against.

Aid Transitioning Workers

If the goal is to never have a worker lose a job from technology-based automation, the result will be clear: productivity growth will grind to halt. Rather than limit AI-based automation, governments should focus on helping displaced workers make transitions to new jobs. For example, policymakers should embrace the concept of “flexicurity,” which Scandinavian nations have done. The concept commits not to ensuring that workers will never get laid off or to paying them for long periods while unemployed but to minimizing the number of workers at risk; and then, for those who are laid off, providing support so they can make successful and expeditious transitions. As ITIF has laid out, there are a wide array of policy reforms that can help with this process. So rather than work to slow down and shackle AI, policymakers should put their shoulders to the wheel of reforming and modernizing workforce training and adjustment systems.

Ensure Standards for Acceptable Performance for AI and Humans Are the Same

Policymakers should not hold AI to higher standards than those in place for humans. For example, the standard to decide if autonomous vehicles can roll out should not be that they are 100 percent safe, which is unlikely to ever happen, but rather whether they are they are safer than human drivers. The NHTSA, for example, should still develop and enforce minimum safety performance requirements, which it does for traditional motor vehicles, through such requirements that all new vehicles include rearview cameras. Policymakers should also update their standards to reflect how operators will use AI, such as the U.S. Department of Transportation adapting its definition of “driver” to include an automated system.

Nonetheless, some skeptics argue it is dangerous to assume AI is better than a human because it is more accurate. Access Now, a human rights advocacy group, states that a facial recognition system at U.S. entry points, even if 99.9% accurate, would misidentify 76,000 people (76 million people arrived in the United States in 2016). Access Now asks “How many of these people would be falsely identified as wanted criminals and detained? And what would the impact be on their lives? Conversely, how many known criminals would get away?” But even Access Now acknowledges that “History is rife with examples of humans wrongly arresting people who happen to look similar to wanted criminals.” Thus, we can also ask how many individuals would human actors misidentify and then detain and how many more criminals would get away if the government does not install facial recognition technology? Moreover, if advocates’ concerns are that facial recognition may lead to more searches by law enforcement, including possibly invasive searches, or that some facial recognition systems are not as accurate at identifying minorities as white individuals, the conversation should not be about demonizing facial recognition but about how law enforcement should search individuals and about how to improve the system.

Policymakers should also understand that technological advancements, which often occur rapidly,
can mitigate their concerns. For example, in 2018, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), within the U.S. Department of Commerce, tested how accurately the facial recognition software for major developers could match two photos of the same individual from a database of nearly 27 million photos. NIST found that only 0.2 percent of searches failed in 2018, decreasing from 4 percent in 2014.160 Yet, many proponents of applying the precautionary principle would argue that even this low error rate is too high. However, requiring an impeccable standard of perfection is equivalent to a technology ban.

Address Concerns by Sector

Rather than imagine that AI is an overarching technology that should be regulated directly, policymakers should recognize that AI is a tool and that the locus of regulation should not be the tool, but the application of the tool. As such, the focus should be on sector-specific applications and tailoring regulations that prevent specific harms. For example, the U.S. government was worried it lacked the legal power to stop errant and malicious drones. The FAA Reauthorization Act addressed this concern through a provision that allows the government to control, disrupt, or use reasonable force to disable, damage, or destroy any drone it deems a threat.161 Policymakers should avoid, however, creating a single regulatory body to regulate all forms of AI. If it would be ill-advised to have one government agency regulate all human decision making, then it would be equally ill-advised to have one agency regulate all algorithmic decision making.162

Regulators should also address how their specific regulatory models could slow down the introduction of AI in their fields. For example, there is concern that the FDA's model of requiring pre-approval for products hinders the development of digital health applications. But in 2017, the agency announced a digital health software precertification program that analyzes how the FDA could precertify a developer of technology. Precertified companies could potentially submit less information to the FDA for approval and some of their lower-risk products may not be subject to premarket review.163 As part of this precertification program, the FDA is also examining how it can assess the safety and effectiveness of products that use machine learning, which can improve as operators use them, so that a developer could “make certain minor changes to its devices without having to make submissions each time.”164 Lastly, the FDA revamped how it classifies medical devices, which previously required all devices that had no substantially equivalent device on the market to be subject to the highest levels of regulatory control. Subjecting devices that leverage AI, many of which have no substantially equivalent predecessor, would have slowed their development. The FDA now allows developers of low-to-moderate-risk devices to apply for a less regulatory burdensome classification.165

CONCLUSION

After the worst economic depression in American history, newly elected President Franklin D. Roosevelt rallied a rattled nation to resolve with the words that “the only thing we have to fear is fear itself.”166 It is troubling that today in most developed nations the increasingly dominant narrative around AI is one of anxiety, fear and worry, with calls for policymakers to limit, delay, and constrain AI. For the United States, that is a step backwards and away from its historical, and successful, approach to innovation. In the past, Americans have generally looked at
change and innovation with a sense of optimism and confidence, and that attitude has been a key force in making the United States the most advanced and innovative nation on Earth. If the United States is to retain that status, U.S. policymakers need to thoroughly reject the precautionary principle, which is built on anxiety and doubt, and instead endorse the idea that the way for the United States to lead the world to a better and more prosperous future is through advanced technologies, including AI. That is not to say that we should replace the anxiety-based precautionary principle with a naïve Pollyannaism or libertarianism. Rather, embracing the innovation principle for AI means allowing society to experience the benefits of AI while adopting the right, limited regulatory frameworks that enable innovation while limiting harms. In short, if policymakers want their societies to achieve the full benefits of AI, they should embrace the hope-based innovation principle, not the fear-based precautionary principle.
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